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From marine and maritime Services towards new drivers for
economic and territorial change
The Conference focused on the development of a sustainable Blue growth and its potential role
as a driver for change in Greece and the Mediterranean in general. It took into consideration
the new policies adopted and promoted by the EU in the 2021-2027 period.

Various experts exchanged their insights with policymakers, academics, and the business sector
with the aim of understanding & building integrated development strategies and making policy
suggestions for the marine and adjoining territories.
Main topics:
- National Strategies incorporating Blue Growth
- Blue economy and maritime transport challenges for Greece and the Mediterranean Basin
- Integrated Maritime Policy & Insularity: Creating new paths for 2021-2027
- Regional development and interregional cooperation for the Blue Economy sectors
- Offshore Wind Energy in Greece: Institutional framework, challenges and perspectives
- Blue Growth as a catalyst for regional government in the new programming period 2021-2027
-

The role of the ESPON programme in Blue Growth “The capacity of integrated territorial
development to realise the potentials of Blue Growth”
Maritime eco-clusters as engines of economic growth of seaport regions
New opportunities for islands with regard to climate change
Strengthening cross-fertilisation of policy-making across
sectors to support sustainable blue growth: lessons from
ESPON COMPASS
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